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THE CC222 HAS A LOGICAL
front panel split between its
cassette and

CD-R constituent
halves complete with
all their associated
control paraphernalia.
Shared and dub-
oriented resources
occupy the space
between. The cassette
transport has the
usual controls plus
music search in both
directions, a pitch
control (+/-12%), and
single-sided, double-
sided and continuous
playback. The last of these suggests that the CC222
wants to have broad appeal and, yes, you can get it to
play cassette and CD in a continuous mode.

Audio quality on the cassette is quite acceptable
despite the fact that it’s only a 2-head design.
However, a 3-head design with adjustable bias would
have made this a combo you could be proud of. It only
has Dolby B and there’s no light in the cassette
‘window’, which means you have no idea of spool
position and where you are in the tape. 

Connections are provided for analogue phono I-Os
to the CD-R and cassette transports, coaxial and optical
digital I-Os, plus a phono input with ground for the
‘gramophone’. In case it is important to you, you can’t
record phono to tape.

The CD-R part will be familiar to anyone with a
knowledge of recent Tascam writers and includes the
now familiar multidial with press-to-make for track
location and menu parameter selection and adjustment.
There’s a fair smattering of dedicated keys, for such
things as Finalise and Erase, but there’s also a timer.
The lot comes together on a wireless remote, with
dedicated sections for the two machines, and you
monitor via headphones through a switch that selects
each deck individually or combines the two.

You can operate each transport in isolation to record
through input level pots from each deck’s selectable
inputs, or use the thing as it was intended and run the
two together. Single buttons instigate CD to tape
dubbing and tape to CD-R as an ‘automatic’ process
with similar access to turntable to CD transfer. When
this works it is extremely satisfying, however, it is not
always straightforward. The reason for this lies
squarely in the quality of the original cassette or vinyl
you are transferring.

I found it particularly tricky setting up for a painless
tape to CD transfer. The typically unpredictable nature
of cassette as a source (particularly old ones) means
that setting the auto-sensing threshold for auto track
incrementing is vital if it is to be good. Theoretically
you could set the levels, insert the source cassette tape
and destination CD-R, hit the Dub 1 button, and go out

to play. Get it wrong and you get a disc interspersed
with random IDs fired from the noise between tracks
and all the tape hiss of the playout at the end of a
cassette’s side.

Fortunately the tweakability is fine enough to do the
job pretty damn nearly perfectly although I felt inclined
to stand around and monitor progress. In fact I was
happiest with an all-manual approach particularly as so
much of the stuff I tried this on was ‘difficult’.

However, the biggest problem concerns direct
dubbing from casettes with ‘enthusiastic’ levels. If like
me you bias up a nice piece of tape and slam the levels
hard, then the direct dub facility will overload the CD-
R unless you compensate on the CD-R’s input level
control. If your source regularly hits +3 (or even +5 if
you’ve used the old metal stuff) then you’ll have to be
very careful. It’s not so much a fault of the machine as
an illustration of how difficult the source material can
be. In the end I ran most transfers manually, using the
input level volume pot carefully, and the results were
very good.

The phono source transfer process is also tricky
because of vinyl’s little anomalies. Those gaps that the
machine will look at for the signal ducks that will fire
a track ID, are also the spaces where, over the years,
your trembling hand has attempted to crash a needle
down with varying degrees of success and accuracy.

In honesty, phono transfers are safest as all-manual
procedures.

While I love automated processes, nothing hacks
me off quite as much as an automated process that I
feel I have to quality control as soon as it’s done. To
my mind, I’d much rather baby-sit the thing as it’s
going on live and know that I’ve got it right.

There are, of course, alternatives to the CC222
package. You’ve probably already dubbed to your
existing CD-R from your cassette machine. You could
also dub to CD-R from a turntable via a quality
outboard phono preamp but the chances are that you
probably no longer have one. Cobbling together some
borrowed hifi to get a signal up to level is not a long-
term solution and the CC222 wins by virtue of its
integration, and you’ll not find this anywhere else.
There is also undoubted convenience in being able to
spin off a cassette from a CD quickly and easily.

This machine will appeal to anyone who needs to
backup or archive cassettes and vinyl on a regular
basis. It will do the job. ■
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Strangest of all CD-R permutations, the CC222 combines a CD-R/RW deck with a cassette transport and, of all things, 

an input for a record player. Applications are obvious but the job is harder to do than you think because of the 

peculiarities of the formats in question.  ZENON SCHOEPE
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Unique integration of formats; works really well if you’re really careful.

Poor or variable vinyl and cassette sources can create CD track marking
anomalies; cassette transport only 2-head; no balanced I-Os.

The CD-D1x4 is a four-drive CD-RW recorder that
duplicates four CDs at up to x16 speed at the touch of
a button. Features include individual track extraction
from the master CD, a write test function with audible
error alerts, and high speed CD verification. Individual
headphone outputs enables discrete monitoring of
each drive, while a cascade connector enables the
connection of a second unit to provide simultaneous
duplication of eight copies of a CD.
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